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Abstract : Child of the dark is the work of the Brazilian author Carolina Maria de Jesus published at the first time by Ática &
Francisco Alves in 1960. It is, mostly, a story of lack of rights. It lacks to men who live in the slums what is essential in order to
take advantage of the privilege of rationality to develop themselves as civilized humans. It is, therefore, in the withholding of
the basic rights that inequality finds space to build itself to be the main misery on Earth. Antonio Candido, a Brazilian
sociologist, claims that it is the right to literature has the ability to humanize men, once the aptitude to create fiction and fable
is essential to the social balance. Hence, for the forming role that literature holds, it must be thought as the number of rights
that assure human dignity, such as housing, education, health, freedom, etc. When talking about her routine, Carolina puts in
evidence something that has great influence over the formation of human beings, contributing to the way they live: the slum.
Even though it happens in a distinct way and using her linguistics variation, Carolina writes about something that will only be
discussed later on Brazil’s Cities Statute and Ermia Maricato: the right to the city, and how the slums are, although inserted in
the city, an attachment, an illegal city, a dismissing room. It interests ourselves, for that matter, in this work, to analyse how
the deprivation of the rights to the city and literature, detailed in Carolina’s journal, conditions human beings to a life where
the instincts overcome the social values.
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